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ABSTRACT: Hardware and software are intended and created in the suggested 

project to allow current IoT based water purifier. Three sensors are interfaced 

with the microcontroller: water-flow sensor, TDS sensor and temperature sensor. 

A water-flow sensor is used to assess the water-flow rate and the TDS sensor, 

and to evaluate the electricity conductivity principle with temperature sensors, to 

evaluate the complete dissolved solid in the water and to determine its hardness 

or water quality. The information from these three sensors is read by software 

created on a microcontroller, which is calibrated and downloaded via Internet 

connectivity to the cloud server. The Android application has been created and 

intended. The water purifier user can set up the application on the smartphone 

and access water usage and water hardness information through a web server 

connection. The project suggested is not the continuation of prior work since it is 

based on new technology known as IoT. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The next step in the development age is to automatically operate stuff[1]. The 

items around us will be linked to each other using the automation network[2]. 

Three primary steps would be the use of these systems: information capture using 

sensors, information collection over the network, and decision-making based on 
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information assessment[3]. Each sensor offers precious information about how 

things work. Smart connectivity of stuff to the network is the essential component 

of IoT[4]. While things have changed with the evolution of technology, the 

objective of making the computer sensitive data without human interference stays 

the same[5]. IoT is a concept for interconnecting unique and identifiable integrated 

computer equipment that should offer communication between H2M (Human-To-

Machine) by replacing the existing Machine-To-Machine communication 

model[6][7]. 

 

WORKING 

 

The microcontroller board is connected to three sensors[8]. The water-flow sensor 

is linked to the microcontroller's digital pin 2. The water-flow sensor generates 

pulses for each liter of water[9]. The measurement of water use can be carried out 

by multiplying the amount of pulses that arrive at digital pin 2 by the scaling 

factor[10]. The principle of electricity conductivity of water, which also includes 

temperature compensation, is used to assess TDS value of water by a TDS sensor 

and temperature sensor[11]. The temperature sensor data terminal is linked with 

the microcontroller's digital pin 3, which provides water temperature. There is no 

direct calculation of the electrical water conductivity. The water resistivity is 

evaluated in order to calculate electrical conductivity. It is done by immersion and 

separation of two samples into water. Then the 5V analog voltage is moved to the 

analog port of the microcontroller and the voltage is measured across the samples. 

The use of the Ohm law calculates the strength between the samples and, 

conversely, provides water conductivity. The water temperature compensation is 

performed to understand the hardness. The data is uploaded to cloud server by 
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wireless mode in where a Wi-Fi chip is utilized and it is connected to the 

microcontroller board. 

 

 

RESULT &CONCLUSION 

 

The hardware and software based on microcontrollers are meant to enable current 

IoT water purifiers. The prototype designed is being successfully tested and 

worked. The prototype's TDS value is compared with the environmental laboratory 

values from chemical processes and standard market-based TDS meters, with the 

same results in all the readings. The water TDS value and the information is 

effectively uploaded to cloud-based server and information can be installed in 

smartphones for the consumer via an android application. 
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